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A stunning guide brimming with 150 recipes to make high-end plant-based cuisine at home. Plant-based meals can be a
cornucopia of colors, shapes, textures, and mouthwatering flavors—a source of boundless opportunities for creativity in
the kitchen. In Plant-Based Gourmet, 150 original recipes for vegans and the veg-curious will delight nutrition-minded
home chefs and foodies alike. Featured inside are dinners and brunches, hors d'oeuvres, sides, drinks, and
desserts—items like vegan sushi, charcuteries, roasts, and confits, vegan cheeses and mayos, sous vide truffles, a triplelayer cheesecake, and crèmes brûlées. Also included is guidance for stocking up, allergy substitutions so everyone can
enjoy, easy-to-follow instructions for advanced techniques like sous vides and foams, and plating and styling tips, so you
can make Instagram-worthy dishes that will have your friends asking what restaurant you dined at. This delicious and
richly illustrated volume was created by plant-based gourmet chef Suzannah Gerber, “Chef Suzi,” and features
spectacular photographs by food photographer Tina Picz-Devoe and a foreword by Afton Cyrus of America’s Test
Kitchen.
From the author of Jerusalem Maiden comes a mesmerizing, thought-provoking novel that tells the riveting story of an
American woman—the daughter of Holocaust survivors—who travels to Russia shortly after the fall of communism, and
finds herself embroiled in a perilous mafia conspiracy that could irrevocably destroy her life. Brooke Fielding, a thirty-eight
year old New York investment manager and daughter of Jewish Holocaust survivors, finds her life suddenly upended in
late September 1993 when her job is unexpectedly put in jeopardy. Brooke accepts an invitation to join a friend on a
mission to Moscow to teach entrepreneurial skills to Russian business women, which will also give her a chance to gain
expertise in the new, vast emerging Russian market. Though excited by the opportunity to save her job and be one of the
first Americans to visit Russia after the fall of communism, she also wonders what awaits her in the country that
persecuted her mother just a generation ago. Inspired by the women she meets, Brooke becomes committed to helping
them investigate the crime that threatens their businesses. But as the uprising of the Russian parliament against
President Boris Yeltsin turns Moscow into a volatile war zone, Brooke will find that her involvement comes at a high cost.
For in a city where “capitalism” is still a dirty word, where neighbors spy on neighbors and the new economy is in the
hands of a few dangerous men, nothing Brooke does goes unnoticed—and a mistake in her past may now compromise
her future. A moving, poignant, and rich novel, Hotel Moscow is an eye-opening portrait of post-communist Russia and a
profound exploration of faith, family, and heritage.
A delightful volume devoted to the delicate, charming treats that are the soul of France's neighborhood patisseries. With
Felder's expert guidance, any home cook can now re-create the sweet enchantments and small indulgences that are the
hallmark of many a holiday in France. Christophe Felder, along with his longtime collaborator, Camille Lesecq, are back
with a new volume that focuses upon the delightful small pastries that are one of the highlights of the art of French
baking. Both children and adults adore these often bite-size indulgences. Included here are all the fundamental
recipes--the classics and the traditional favorites--along with original, inventive creations. Recipes include amandines,
babas, biscuits, bostocks, creams, croquantes, croustillons, financiers, flans, madeleines, Alsatian manderlis, Napoleans,
petits fours, sablés, tartlets, and much more. The book opens with a section on twenty-seven base recipes from which all
others can be made, including pâte brisée, pâte sucrée, sablé breton, dacquoise, pâte á choux, feuilletée rapide, and
crème pâtissière. It is then divided into chapters of increasing complexity, with a final chapter on "funny" cakes--playfully
decorated small cakes designed to delight children or for parties. Each recipe comes with precise preparation and
cooking times, step-by-step decorating tips, and suggestions for vegan and gluten-free alternatives--this seemingly petite
package contains a wide range of sweet and simple pleasures to delight big and small gourmets alike.
From stylish starters and main courses to simple snacks for parties and picnics, there is a pate or terrine to suit every
taste and occasion. Featuring both traditional and modern recipes, this book also includes ideas on suitable
accompaniments, such as Melba toast or nut wafers."
Ferrandi, the French School of Culinary Arts in Paris—dubbed “the Harvard of gastronomy” by Le Monde newspaper—is
the ultimate pastry-making reference. From flaky croissants to paper-thin mille-feuille, and from the chestnut cream–filled
Paris-Brest to festive yule logs, this comprehensive book leads aspiring pastry chefs through every step—from basic
techniques to Michelin-level desserts. Featuring advice on how to equip your kitchen, and the essential doughs, fillings,
and decorations, the book covers everything from quick desserts to holiday specialties and from ice creams and sorbets
to chocolates. Ferrandi, an internationally renowned professional culinary school, offers an intensive course in the art of
French pastry making. Written by the school’s experienced teaching team of master pâtissiers and adapted for the home
chef, this fully illustrated cookbook provides all of the fundamental techniques and recipes that form the building blocks of
the illustrious French dessert tradition, explained step by step in text and images. Practical information is presented in
tables, diagrams, and sidebars for handy reference. Easy-to-follow recipes are graded for level of difficulty, allowing
readers to develop their skills over time. Whether you are an amateur home chef or an experienced pâtissier, this
patisserie bible provides everything you need to master French pastry making.
Do you follow a keto diet but miss ready-to-go snacks and bars? If so, Keto Bars and Keto Snacks: Delicious and Easy
Recipes for Low Carb Bars, Keto Fat Bombs, and Ketogenic Bread! by Zara Elby is THE book for you! Whilst it is
common knowledge that a ketogenic lifestyle is beneficial for health and wellness, it can still be hard adjusting and
restricting your diet. Our book 'Keto Bars and Snacks' offers a huge variety of keto food including low carb bread, keto
protein bars, keto fat bombs, low carb cookies, pies, and savory keto snacks. There is no need to miss out any longer!
Why choose this book? This book includes our tried and tested high protein, low carb recipes, teaching you THE BEST
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ways to help promote weight loss, fat burn, increase your energy, and suppress your hunger! Our book includes the most
nutritious ingredients and recipes to keep you fuller and satisfied for longer. Our recipes are easy to follow and will help
curb those carb cravings! What is inside? Introduction to a Ketogenic Diet Perfect Keto Bars Keto Cookies Ketogenic
Pies Keto Bombs Keto Bread Savory Keto Snacks And much, much more! What are you waiting for? Kickstart your life
now by downloading this book! See you inside!
Learn how to cook traditional Italian dishes as well as reinvented favorites, and bring Venice to life in your kitchen with
these 100 Northern Italian recipes. Traveling by gondola, enjoying creamy risi e bisi for lunch, splashing through streets
that flood when the tide is high—this is everyday life for Skye McAlpine. She has lived in Venice for most of her life,
moving there from London when she was six years old, and she’s learned from years of sharing meals with family and
neighbors how to cook the Venetian way. Try your hand at Bigoli with Creamy Walnut Sauce, Scallops on the Shell with
Pistachio Gratin, Grilled Radicchio with Pomegranate, and Chocolate and Amaretto Custard.
Chicken is one of everybody's favorite foods and many different dishes can be created with Chicken! With this collection of Chicken Recipes
your sure to find something everyone in your family will like! You'll find recipes in here for Casseroles, Enchiladas, Appetizers, Pot Pies, and
more! I've put together a small sample of just some of the recipes you'll find in this book.
Published in Hartford in 1796, this volume in the American Antiquarian Cookbook Collection is a facsimile edition of one of the most important
documents in American culinary history. This is the first cookbook written by an American author specifically published for American kitchens.
Named by the Library of Congress as one of the 88 "Books That Shaped America," American Cookery was the first cookbook by an American
author published in the United States. Until its publication, cookbooks printed and used by American colonists were British. As indicated in
Amelia Simmons’s subtitle, the recipes in her book were “adapted to this country,” reflecting the fact that American cooks had learned to
make do with what was available in North America. This cookbook reveals the rich variety of food colonial Americans used, their tastes,
cooking and eating habits, and even their rich, down-to-earth language. Bringing together English cooking methods with truly American
products, American Cookery contains the first known printed recipes substituting American maize for English oats; and the recipe for Johnny
Cake is apparently the first printed version using cornmeal. The book also contains the first known recipe for turkey. Possibly the most farreaching innovation was Simmons’s use of pearlash—a staple in colonial households as a leavening agent in dough, which eventually led to
the development of modern baking powders. “Thus, twenty years after the political upheaval of the American Revolution of 1776, a second
revolution—a culinary revolution—occurred with the publication of a cookbook by an American for Americans.” (Jan Longone, curator of
American Culinary History, University of Michigan) This facsimile edition of Amelia Simmons's American Cookery was reproduced by
permission from the volume in the collection of the American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, Massachusetts. Founded in 1812 by Isaiah
Thomas, a Revolutionary War patriot and successful printer and publisher, the Society is a research library documenting the life of Americans
from the colonial era through 1876. The Society collects, preserves, and makes available as complete a record as possible of the printed
materials from the early American experience. The cookbook collection includes approximately 1,100 volumes.
WINNER OF THE JAMES BEARD FOUNDATION 2020 AWARD FOR BEST SINGLE SUBJECT COOKBOOK Learn how to make pasta like
Italian nonnas do. Inspired by the hugely popular YouTube channel of the same name, Pasta Grannies is a wonderful collection of timeperfected Italian pasta recipes from the people who have spent a lifetime cooking for love, not a living: Italian grandmothers. “When you have
good ingredients, you don’t have to worry about cooking. They do the work for you.” – Lucia, 85 Featuring easy and accessible recipes from
all over Italy, you will be transported into the very heart of the Italian home to learn how to make great-tasting Italian food. Pasta styles range
from pici – a type of hand-rolled spaghetti that is simple to make – to lumachelle della duchessa – tiny, ridged, cinnamon-scented tubes that
take patience and dexterity. More than just a compendium of dishes, Pasta Grannies tells the extraordinary stories of these ordinary women
and shows you that with the right know how, truly authentic Italian cooking is simple, beautiful and entirely achievable.
Light a fire, pour a steaming cup of hot chocolate, and curl up with Country Faith Christmas—the holiday follow-up to Country Faith! Here you'll
find 37 of America's favorite country music stars sharing their Christmas memories, personal recipes, family traditions and favorite Christmas
carols in this beautiful, colorful ode to the season. From Hunter Hayes, Florida Georgia Line, Lee Brice, and Reba to Scotty McCreery, Vince
Gill, The Eli Young Band, and Brenda Lee, Country Faith Christmas features Christmas reflections from new and veteran artists. What's
more, there's a Foreword by Kimberly Schlapman of Little Big Town, four Advent meditations from Charlie Daniels, a great recipe for smoked
turkey from Dolly Parton, and the complete text of the Christmas story from Luke 2. You and your family will have everything you'll need to
experience a joyous Christmas with Country Faith Christmas.
This “sophisticated collection of 100 cookie recipes” from the legendary pastry chef will take you “well beyond the basic chocolate chip
cookie” (Publishers Weekly). For three generations, François Payard’s family has been pleasing palates with mouth-watering pastries and
confectionaries. Now, the renowned chef shares his favorite recipes for one of the most beloved desserts in the world: cookies. Filled with
family recipes, elegant showstoppers, and French classics, this comprehensive tome presents a wealth of sweet delights guaranteed to
enhance any celebration or occasion. From the simplest butter cookies to cake-like financiers, delicate tuiles, jammy linzer tortes, and pictureperfect macarons, these recipes are flawless enough for any classically trained chef and easy enough for any home cook. Whether you’re
looking to make a one-of-a-kind homemade gift or whipping up a treat to enjoy on the spot with coffee or tea, Payard Cookies will turn your
kitchen into a delectable French patisserie.
Portrays the migration of a Puerto Rican family from the countryside to the San Juan ghetto and eventually to Spanish Harlem in New York
City.
Honor de Balzac, the renowned French novelist and playright, and one of the pioneers of literary realism, makes a short fantasy diversion to
the mystical island of Java, where he, or rather the narrateur, encounters a deadly poison-breathing tree, civilised monkeys, love-sick
sparrows and that epitome of Oriental desirability of his day ? the women of Java.
Now available in eBook for the first time, Dalva is one of the finest novels by New York Times bestselling, much beloved author Jim Harrison:
a beautifully crafted story of one woman’s journey to find her son. From her home on the California coast, Dalva hears the broad silence of
the Nebraska prairie where she was born and longs for the son she gave up for adoption years before. Beautiful, fearless, tormented, at fortyfive she has lived a life of lovers and adventures. Now, Dalva begins a journey that will take her back to the bosom of her family, to the halfSioux lover of her youth, and to a pioneering great-grandfather whose journals recount the bloody annihilation of the Plains Indians. On the
way, she discovers a story that stretches from East to West, from the Civil War to Wounded Knee and Vietnam—and finds the balm to heal her
wild and wounded soul. One of Harrison’s most ambitious novels, Dalva explores an extraordinary family through the strong, engaging voice
of an unforgettable woman, confirming Harrison as one of America’s most memorable writers.
Bob Dylan, Willie Nelson, Emmylou Harris, U2, Peter Gabriel, and the Neville Brothers all have something in common: some of their best
albums were produced by Daniel Lanois. A French-speaking kid from Canada, Lanois was driven by his innate curiosity and intense love of
music to transcend his small-town origins and become one of the world's most prolific and successful record producers, as well as a brilliant
musician in his own right. Lanois takes us through his childhood, from being one of four kids raised by a single mother on a hairdresser's
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salary, to his discovery by Brian Eno, to his work on albums such as U2's The Joshua Tree, Bob Dylan's Time Out of Mind, and Emmylou
Harris's Wrecking Ball. Revealing for the first time ever his unique recording secrets and innovations, Lanois delves into the ongoing evolution
of technology, discussing his earliest sonic experiments with reel-to-reel decks, the birth of the microchip, the death of discrete circuitry, and
the arrival of the download era. Part technological treatise, part philosophical manifesto on the nature of artistic excellence and the
overwhelming need for music, Soul Mining brings the reader viscerally inside the recording studio, where the surrounding forces have always
been just as important as the resulting albums. Beyond skill, beyond record budgets, beyond image and ego, Lanois's work and music show
the value of dedication and soul. His lifelong quest to find the perfect mixture of tradition and innovation is inimitable and unforgettable.
The definitive guide to perfect pastry from the former elBulli apprentice and his destination restaurant in Bali Will Goldfarb showcases a menu
of desserts and fine pastry work at Room4Dessert in Ubud, Bali, with an approach inspired by local ingredients and stunning surroundings. In
this, his first book, with a foreword by Albert Adrià, Goldfarb lifts the curtain on his creativity, revealing the processes that form the basis of his
stand-out desserts, exploring taste, texture, and flavor. Home cooks can master basic recipes with the aid of step-by-step photography, then
enter his creative world to see how staples can be turned into stunning masterpieces.
Learn how to easily do quick mental math calculations Speed Math for Kids is your guide to becoming a math genius--even if you have
struggled with math in the past. Believe it or not, you have the ability to perform lightning quick calculations that will astonish your friends,
family, and teachers. You'll be able to master your multiplication tables in minutes, and learn basic number facts while doing it. While the
other kids in class are still writing down the problems, you can be calling out the answers. Speed Math for Kids is all about playing with
mathematics. This fun-filled book will teach you: * How to multiply and divide large numbers in your head * What you can do to make addition
and subtraction easy * Tricks for understanding fractions and decimals * How to quickly check answers every time you make a calculation *
And much more If you're looking for a foolproof way to do multiplication, division, factoring estimating, and more, Speed Math for Kids is the
book for you. With enough practice you'll go straight to the top of the class!
Recipes for entremets (multi-layered mousse cakes), small individual cakes, and pastries served in glasses. Text in French and English.
New York Times Bestseller A New York Times Best Cookbook of Fall 2018? “An indispensable manual for home cooks and pro chefs.”
—Wired At Noma—four times named the world’s best restaurant—every dish includes some form of fermentation, whether it’s a bright hit of
vinegar, a deeply savory miso, an electrifying drop of garum, or the sweet intensity of black garlic. Fermentation is one of the foundations
behind Noma’s extraordinary flavor profiles. Now René Redzepi, chef and co-owner of Noma, and David Zilber, the chef who runs the
restaurant’s acclaimed fermentation lab, share never-before-revealed techniques to creating Noma’s extensive pantry of ferments. And they
do so with a book conceived specifically to share their knowledge and techniques with home cooks. With more than 500 step-by-step
photographs and illustrations, and with every recipe approachably written and meticulously tested, The Noma Guide to Fermentation takes
readers far beyond the typical kimchi and sauerkraut to include koji, kombuchas, shoyus, misos, lacto-ferments, vinegars, garums, and black
fruits and vegetables. And—perhaps even more important—it shows how to use these game-changing pantry ingredients in more than 100
original recipes. Fermentation is already building as the most significant new direction in food (and health). With The Noma Guide to
Fermentation, it’s about to be taken to a whole new level.
"Cookery and Dining in Imperial Rome" by Apicius (translated by Joseph Dommers Vehling). Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone
in a high-quality digital format.
"A comprehensive and beautiful reference focusing on French baking, written by award-winning Pastry Chef Philippe Urraca. Contains stepby-step accessible instructions for the creation of these wonderful pastries. wonderful pastries. wonderful pastries. wonderful pastries. Book
for amateur and professional bakers alike."--Amazon.com
Have you used various methods for weight loss only to end up being frustrated because they did not work? Are you giving up on your weight
and thinking that there is nothing that can help? If you are interested in discovering how to solve this problem, keep reading. Many women
have found themselves in a situation like this. There are a lot of weight loss programs on the market that have been hyped so much, but
many of those who have used them find that they do not work. Self-hypnosis appears to be a useful tool for losing weight. It helps you lose
moderate amounts of weight steadily, resulting in safe and lasting weight loss. Combine it with exercise and get better results! Self-hypnosis
has been used successfully for hundreds of years to combat various types of psychological problems, addictions, and eliminating bad habits.
There are many forms of hypnosis, but if you dedicate yourself and design a program that is only personalized and unique to you, that will be
the starting point of achieving success in many areas of your life. You will learn that it is possible to achieve these goals, but if you do not
care about the other areas of your life, it is possible to find that you are going back to your original state of weight problems. In Weight Loss
for Women, you discover that when you use in all areas of your life, you can maintain your weight. Inside this book, you will find: How
hypnosis can help you to lose weight fast and naturally Step-by-step guide for weight loss hypnosis Food addiction hypnosis How you can
change your negative habits by adopting healthy habits 150 Positive affirmations for self-confidence Daily Strategies and mind exercises that
can help you to lose weight And many more. Even if you have tried many diets but they did not work, you can learn the best ways to burn fat
quickly with Hypnosis. So, ready to adopt the right mentality for living a better quality of life? Click "Buy Now"!

Go on a complete cookery course with the experts at MasterChef The MasterChef Cookery Course takes you on a journey to
culinary excellence teaching you everything from the basics of cooking right up to planning more ambitious menus. It's like having
your own tutor next to you as you move from simple sauces and techniques through to making 120 classic recipes, before learning
to experiment with flavour combinations with the help of John Torode and Gregg Wallace. Learn how to make quick and easy
midweek meals, roast the perfect chicken, bake delicious cakes and breads as well as making more elaborate French tarts and
raviolis. MasterChef Cookery Course has everything you need to go from zero to hero in the kitchen.
A food writer for the New York Times uses food to trace her relationship with "Mr. Latte," from first date through his first attempts to
cook for her. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
Wisconsin Supper Clubs: Another Round, a sequel to author/photographer Ron Faiola's wildly popular first book on the topic (now
in its sixth printing), gives readers a peek inside 50 additional clubs from across the Badger State. Traveling from the Northwoods
to Beloit, Faiola documents some of the most exceptional and long-lived restaurants that embrace the decades-old supper club
tradition. These are largely family-owned establishments that believe in old-fashioned hospitality, slow-paced dining, and good
scratch cooking. In this guide, readers will find interviews with supper club proprietors and customers as well as a bounty of
photographs of classic dishes, club interiors, and other scenes from Faiola's extensive travels. Despite the chain restaurants that
continue to dominate the culinary landscape, supper clubs across the Midwest are thriving today in many of the same ways as
they have for the past 80 years. The term "supper club" has even been borrowed recently by the burgeoning underground
restaurant scene, which champions an upscale-yet-communal dining experience similar to that offered by traditional supper clubs.
Wisconsin Supper Clubs: Another Round is a new, intimate look at this unique American tradition, one that invites supper club
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enthusiasts and newcomers alike to enjoy a second helping of everything that madeWisconsin Supper Clubs such a hit.
Do you love food prepared in a good old cast iron skillet? You probably think you need a lot of experience, to enjoy preparing
authentic skillet recipes. But you don
Wielfried and Berry invite you to take a journey to the heart of chocolate, showing you ganache like you've never seen it before.
Since 2016, they have studied chocolate, and specifically ganache, in depth so as to define new rules and to give life to the new
NeoCacao chocolate. Nothing has been left to chance as you will learn all that is necessary for the proper conservation of
chocolates. Further, they took a detour to look at chocolate batters, doughs, mousses and ice creams. Thanks to augmented
reality, you will discover this book in a whole other way through sounds and animation. Happy Reading
Learn to cook classic French cuisine the easy way with this French bestseller from professionally trained chef Jean-Francois
Mallet. Taking cooking back to basics, Simplissime is bursting with easy-to-follow and quick recipes for delicious French food.
Each of the 160 recipes in this book is made up of only 2-6 ingredients, and can be made in a short amount of time. Recipe steps
are precise and simple, accompanied by clear photographs of each ingredient and finished dish. Cooking has never been so easy!
Three cakes in one, this is every cake-lovers dream! Composed of just eggs, sugar, flour, butter and milk, and with a super simple
preparation method, at first glance these recipes look just like any other cake recipe. But the magic in these cakes is in the
cooking. Baked at a low temperature, the cake mixture divides itself into three layers, each with a distinct texture and taste: a
dense, moist cake base; a delicate cream filling; and a light and fluffy sponge to top it off. The result is a cake like you've never
tasted before - an explosion of textures and flavours in a moreish cake you just can't have one bite of! With chapters covering the
Basics; Tutti-Frutti; Special and Occasion Cakes; and Savoury, there are a host of flavours at your fingertips, from the simple
vanilla cake of chocolate hazelnut, to more exotic flavour combinations of raspberry and Matcha green tea. Take the magic cake to
a whole new level with the occasion cakes - try the Valentine mango passion cake or the intense chocolate Easter cake. More
than just cakes, there are recipes for cupcakes, pies, cheesecakes and brownies - all with the special 'magic' touch. So what are
you waiting for? Discover the magic for yourself!
Features fifty modern charcuterie dishes, along with advice on preparation and variations
“Mr. Harrison’s perceptions are jagged and cutting . . . a remarkably well-plotted story.”—Christopher Lehmann-Haupt, The New
York Times The New York Times bestselling author of thirty-nine books of fiction, non-fiction, and poetry—including Legends of the
Fall, Dalva, and Returning to Earth—Jim Harrison was one of our most beloved and acclaimed writers, adored by both readers and
critics. His novel A Good Day to Die centers on an unlikely trio: a poet with a tendency to lapse into beatific reveries of superb
fishing in cold, fast streams; a Vietnam vet consumed by uppers, downers, and violence; and a girl who loved only one of them—at
first. With plans conceived during the madness of one long drunken night, the three of them leave Florida, driving west to buy a
case of dynamite, determined to save the Grand Canyon from a dam they believe is about to be built. A Good Day to Die is an
unrelenting tour de force, and a dark exploration of what it means to live beyond the pale in contemporary America.
Les Recettes glacees offers an introduction to the world of ice-cream and iced desserts, and reveals its special know-how in the
field of ice-cream technology, basic recipes, ice-cream and sorbet mixes, ice-sweets, ice-cups and ice-dishes.
* In this book for skilled amateurs and professionals, 13 chocolatiers talk about their work and share their favorite recipes* Includes
technical references (origin of the beans, installation, machines, technical sheets) useful to the chocolatier in the making* Pierre
Marcolini is one of Belgium's best-known chocolatiers, and is a pioneer in the bean-to-bar movementPierre Marcolini has selected
13 chocolatiers who work according to the bean-to-bar principle, an artisanal approach that focuses on the quality and source of
the cacao beans and how they are prepared. These enthusiasts (plus Pierre Marcolini himself) explore their calling, describe how
they work, and share three favourite recipes. Whether working for well-established companies or starting in the business, all these
chocolatiers share the love of their work, the desire to transmit their know-how, the importance of values such as authenticity and
quality, and the aspiration to innovate. Chocolatiers include Cédric De Taeye; Chocolatoa (Mario Vandeneede); Chocolatier M
(David Maenhout); Darcis (Jean-Philippe Darcis); Deremiens (François Deremiens); Legast (Thibaut Legast et Patricia Forero);
Marcolini (Pierre Marcolini); Mi Joya (Nicolas et Caroline de Schaetzen); Mike & Becky (Björn Becker and Julia Mikerova);
Millésime Chocolat (Jean-Christophe Hubert); The Chocolate Line (Dominique Persoone); Van Dender (Herman Van Dender);
Zuut (David Van Acker and Pieter De Volder). Technically advanced instructions for professionals are included.
The ultimate recipe collection and food-preparation guide based on the French chef author's philosophies about how good food
should stimulate each of the senses shares seven hundred French and Mediterranean recipes that incorporate ten key cooking
styles, in a detailed reference that provides for a wide range of ingredients and courses.
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